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Dodge compliance gremlins: Ensure a 
smooth, compliant process with secure 
data management & automated reminders. 
Focus on creating positive experiences, not 
dodging compliance scares.

Spark joyful onboarding & offboarding experiences (really)

Creating stellar onboarding and offboarding  
experiences with Jemini

From stage fright to spotlight:

Reading time: 
3 minutesDATASHEET

Banish the paper monster: Slay the 
paperwork beast with streamlined 
workflows and automated tasks. Free HR 
team from the chains of admin!

Empower new hires: Engage them with 
interactive activities and real-time support. 
Watch them transform from nervous 
newbies to confident team players.

Unlock hidden insights: Get crucial intel 
on your onboarding and offboarding 
processes. Identify areas for improvement 
and optimise like a champ!

Crystal clear instructions: No more 
confusing onboarding scripts or cryptic 
offboarding Post-it notes. Everyone gets 
clear instructions and resources, making 
transitions a breeze.

Imagine a workplace where onboarding feels like 
turning the lights on in a cosy new home, and 
offboarding feels like a victory lap. That's the Jemini 
difference.

Why do onboarding and offboarding have to feel like a scary movie? Newbie team members face their "first-day 
frights," worried about finding their way, fitting in, and making a good impression. Meanwhile, HR white-knuckles 
it with its own set of "offboarding anxieties," worried about a smooth offload, minimising disruption, and 
dodging any lurking compliance gremlins.

That’s why we created our Onboarding and Offboarding Solution — think of it as a giant flashlight to banish 
the “scaries” hiding under paper piles and unopened emails. Now, you really can have smooth and stress-free 
onboarding and offboarding experiences — for everyone.

Unpack the Jemini advantage: shine a light on powerful 
onboarding and offboarding features
Jemini isn't just about chasing away anxieties — it's about genuinely empowering HR as well as team members  
who are coming and going during the onboarding and offboarding processes... Here's how Jemini's features  
become your hero:

Tailored journeys and streamlined workflows
Customisation power: Craft onboarding and offboarding workflows that perfectly suit your 
organisation's unique needs.

Scalability made simple: Effortlessly adapt Jemini as your company grows, ensuring a smooth 
experience for everyone.

Secure role-based access: Maintain data security with granular control over who can view and edit 
onboarding and offboarding tasks.

https://www.jemini.com/
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Stay informed and  
measure success

Pre-start engagement and true 
SaaS advantage

Automated notifications: Never miss a 
beat! Receive alerts for new hires starting 
or employees leaving.

Reminders for on-time completion: Make 
sure tasks are completed on time with 
automated reminders.

Completion insights: Track completion 
rates of onboarding and offboarding tasks 
with clear metrics.

Actionable reports: Generate reports 
to easily analyse the efficiency and 
effectiveness of your onboarding and 
offboarding processes.

Lay out the welcome mat: Send 
personalised pre-start welcome kits with 
essential information and resources.

Pre-start task management: Assign and 
track tasks that need to be completed 
before the new hire's first day.

Cloud-based flexibility: Access the  
Jemini platform from anywhere for  
ultimate convenience.

Automatic updates: Benefit from 
automatic updates with new features and 
seamless improvements.

Enterprise-grade security: Enjoy peace of 
mind with industry-leading security and 
compliance measures.

Cost-effective solution: Minimise IT 
overhead with a subscription-based model 
that includes ongoing maintenance  
and support.

Progress-at-a-glance: Monitor the progress 
of onboarding and offboarding tasks in 
real-time with clear dashboards.

Organised task management: Create 
detailed task lists for new hires and 
departing employees, to make sure nothing 
falls through the cracks.

Integrated data capture: Say goodbye to 
manual entry! Capture and store important 
HR data securely within Jemini.

Empowerment through resources 
and acknowledgement

Real-time visibility and seamless 
data capture

Where to next with Jemini

Document and link library: Upload and 
store important documents and resources 
for easy access by employees — anywhere, 
anytime.

Streamlined acknowledgement: Track 
employee confirmation of key policies and 
procedures, ensuring compliance.

Digital signature capture: Collect digital 
signatures for crucial documents for added 
peace of mind.

New Zealand Offices: 0800 354 357   
Auckland | Wellington | Christchurch | Dunedin

Australian Offices: 1300 156 640  
Melbourne | Sydney | Brisbane | Adelaide | Perth

Jemini isn't just about training, it's about transformation. We believe in the power of human potential, 
and our platform is designed to help you unlock it.

To get more information on how you can empower your team, simplify compliance, and unlock true 
growth with Jemini, contact us or schedule a demo today.

Jemini.com
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